Mechanisms of resistance to osimertinib
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Abstract: The introduction of epidermal growth factor receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors (EGFR-TKIs) has significantly improved the prognosis of advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients with EGFR mutations. The most common mechanism of acquired resistance to first- and second-generation EGFR TKIs is represented by the secondary T790M mutation. Osimertinib, a third-generation TKI designed to target both EGFR sensitizing mutations and T790M, was first approved for the treatment of EGFR T790M mutation-positive NSCLC patients in progression after EGFR TKI therapy. The FLAURA study demonstrated that first-line treatment of EGFR mutant patients with osimertinib significantly improved progression free survival (PFS) over first-generation EGFR-TKIs, thus leading to its approval also in this setting. Moreover, osimertinib has shown significant central nervous system (CNS) activity and a favorable safety profile. The current review focuses on the clinical development of osimertinib, the mechanisms of acquired resistance identified in patients receiving osimertinib and the strategies currently under evaluation to overcome resistance.
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Introduction

The discovery of activating mutations in the tyrosine kinase (TK) domain of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) gene (1,2) has opened the era of stratified medicine in the treatment of patients with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) (3).

Despite the high percentage of objective response rate (ORR) and the survival improvement observed in EGFR mutated patients receiving EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), complete responses are uncommon, and after a median of 8–18 months, acquired resistance mechanisms emerge, determining the development of patients’ progression (4). The use of comprehensive next generation sequencing (NGS) panels is helping to better define the genomic complexity of EGFR mutated NSCLC patients. Currently, EGFR mutated NSCLC is not considered as a homogenous tumor, driven by a common oncogenic event, but as a heterogeneous disease, including subsets of molecularly subcategorized patients. A higher somatic tumor mutation burden (TMB) was found in patients harboring EGFR L858R exon 21 mutation compared with those carrying exon 19 deletion. These data suggest the presence of heterogeneous preexisting subclones, that might emerge under pressure of TKI therapy, thus explaining the poor prognosis observed in patients harboring EGFR L858R mutation (5). In addition, concomitant molecular alterations that might influence patients’ prognosis and
the sensitivity to treatment have been identified. Recently, the NGS MSK-IMPACT assay was used to classify 200 advanced EGFR mutated NSCLC patients with available pretreatment tissue and define the impact of co-occurring genetic alterations on prognosis (6). Concomitant mutations in *TP53*, phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit alpha (*PIK3CA*), catenin beta-1 (*CTNNB1*) and retinoblastoma (*RB1*) were observed. The presence of *TP53* mutations was associated with shorter overall survival (OS) and progression free survival (PFS). Currently, the functional role of all *TP53* mutations identified in *EGFR* mutated NSCLC has not been determined. However, loss of function mutations in *TP53* and *RB1*, observed in approximately nine percent of *EGFR* mutated patients, increases the risk of small cell lung cancer (SCLC) transformation. Similarly, concomitant amplification in mesenchymal-epithelial transition factor (*MET*) or *ERBB2* genes significantly reduces PFS in patients under EGFR-TKIs, thus suggesting the need to define customized combinatorial treatment strategy (6). The recent approval of osimertinib, an orally available, irreversible inhibitor of *EGFR*-sensitizing and *T790M*-resistant mutations, has improved the therapeutic armamentarium in EGFR mutated NSCLC patients (7). Based on its favorable toxicity profile, osimertinib is considered a particularly attractive candidate for combinatorial approaches that may potentially improve the clinical outcome of this subset of patients.

The current review focuses on the clinical data leading to the approval of osimertinib and provides an overview of the mechanisms of acquired resistance to osimertinib and the ongoing therapeutic strategies to overcome resistance.

### Clinical development of osimertinib

Osimertinib was originally designed to target EGFR sensitizing mutations and *T790M* resistant mutation, that represents the most common acquired resistance mechanism to first and second-generation EGFR-TKIs (8). Osimertinib irreversibly binds to the cysteine-797 located in the adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding site within the TK domain of the *EGFR*, while sparing the wild-type form of the receptor (8,9). It inhibits proliferation of cell lines harboring *EGFR* sensitizing and *T790M* mutations, and determines significant tumor regression in mutant xenograft models and transgenic tumor models carrying these alterations.

Moreover, osimertinib was designed to penetrate the blood brain barrier (BBB), since gefitinib, erlotinib and afatinib have unfavorable physicochemical properties to achieve an effective exposure in the central nervous system (CNS), due to the presence of two hydrogen bond donors in the case of afatinib and multiple rotatable bonds (10 for gefitinib and 11 for erlotinib), that limit the CNS penetration (10). Despite the fact that osimertinib is a substrate of P-glycoprotein and breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP) efflux transporters, which remove drugs from the CNS, its permeability is sufficient to overcome the efflux, thus suggesting its potential efficacy on brain metastases (11). Preclinical data indicate that osimertinib distribution at mouse brain is greater compared to gefitinib, erlotinib or afatinib, and determines brain tumor regression in *EGFR* mouse brain metastases model (11).

Based on these preclinical data, osimertinib entered in clinical development. The phase I AURA trial (*Table 1*) evaluated the pharmacokinetic profile and efficacy of osimertinib in *EGFR* mutated patients with radiological documented progression to previous EGFR-TKIs (12). Osimertinib was well tolerated and no dose limiting toxicity was registered. The dose of 80 mg once daily was selected for the further clinical development. Partial responses were observed in 51% of the enrolled patients, with a disease control rate of 84%. ORR increased to 61% when only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study ref</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>No. of patients</th>
<th>ORR</th>
<th>PFS (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLAURA (phase 3) (18)</td>
<td>Osimertinib vs. gefitinib or erlotinib</td>
<td>556 naive</td>
<td>80% vs. 76%, OR 1.27 (95% CI, 0.85–1.90), P=0.24</td>
<td>18.9 vs. 10.2, HR 0.46 (95% CI, 0.37–0.57), P&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURA 3 (phase 3) (15)</td>
<td>Osimertinib vs. platinum-pemetrexed</td>
<td>419 T790M+</td>
<td>71% vs. 31%, OR 5.39 (95% CI, 3.47–8.48), P&lt;0.001</td>
<td>10.1 vs. 4.4, HR 0.30 (95% CI, 0.23–0.41), P&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURA2 (phase 2) (13)</td>
<td>Osimertinib</td>
<td>210 T790M+</td>
<td>70% (64%–77%)</td>
<td>9.9 (8.5–12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AURA 1 (phase 1) (12)</td>
<td>Osimertinib</td>
<td>127 T790M+</td>
<td>61% (52%–70%)</td>
<td>9.6 (8.3–NR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORR, objective response rate; OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; PFS, progression free survival; HR, hazard ratio; NR, not reached.
**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation</th>
<th>Patients (n)</th>
<th>Response Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T790M</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L858R</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T790M positive patients were considered. These results were confirmed in the phase II AURA2 study (Table 1), that enrolled patients progressing to prior EGFR-TKI therapy, with centrally confirmed T790M resistance mutation (13).

An ORR of 70% was registered, with a median PFS of approximately 10 months, leading to the accelerated approval of osimertinib in 2015 by the food and drug administration (FDA) for the treatment of advanced EGFR T790M mutation positive NSCLC progressing to EGFR-TKIs. Recently, a long-term follow-up of a pooled analysis including results from the AURA and the AURA2 trials, showed a median OS of 26.8 months, with OS rates at 12, 24, and 36 months of 80%, 55% and 37%, respectively (14). Full approval of osimertinib by FDA was granted in March 2017 based on the results from the Phase III AURA3 study (Table 1), demonstrating in 419 T790M-positive advanced NSCLC patients, who had progressed to first-line EGFR-TKIs, the superiority of osimertinib over platinum-pemetrexed chemotherapy in terms of PFS and ORR, thus establishing osimertinib as the standard of care in this setting (15). Osimertinib significantly prolonged PFS also in the subgroup of patients with brain metastases. One hundred sixteen out of 419 patients had measurable and/or non-measurable CNS lesions (16). CNS ORR was significantly higher in patients receiving osimertinib, compared to those under chemotherapy (70% vs. 31%, respectively). Moreover, radiological responses were registered in cases with leptomeningeal carcinomatosis, therefore demonstrating the effective CNS penetration of the drug. The CNS activity of osimertinib has been confirmed in a pooled analysis, including data from 194 patients enrolled in the two phase II studies, the AURA extension and the AURA2 (17). Of these, 74% had previously received brain radiotherapy. A CNS ORR of 54%, with a CNS disease-control rate (DCR) of 92% was observed. Conversely from AURA3 results, where the CNS efficacy of osimertinib was higher in those patients receiving brain radiation in the previous 6 months, radiotherapy did not affect brain disease control in the patients included in the pooled analysis. Thanks to the good efficacy and the tolerability profile observed in pretreated patients, the phase III FLAURA study (Table 1) was designed to explore PFS improvement of osimertinib over first-generation EGFR-TKIs in EGFR mutated, treatment-naïve NSCLC patients (18). One hundred fifty six NSCLC patients, stratified according to the type of EGFR mutation (exon 19 deletion or L858R) and race, were randomized to receive osimertinib or gefitinib/ erlotinib. Cross-over to osimertinib was allowed at disease progression in patients receiving standard EGFR-TKI after documentation of T790M-positive mutation status on plasma or tissue. Results demonstrated prolonged PFS with osimertinib over standard EGFR-TKI, with a benefit observed across all predefined subgroups of patients, including those with CNS metastases. A significantly lower percentage of CNS progression was observed in the osimertinib arm compared with first-generation-TKI (20% vs. 39%) (19). A lower rate of grade ≥3 adverse events (AEs) and of AEs leading to treatment discontinuation was reported in patients receiving osimertinib, despite the longer time of exposure to this drug, suggesting a better tolerability profile. Based on these results, in April 2018, osimertinib indication was extended as first-line treatment of EGFR mutated NSCLC patients, thus improving the therapeutic opportunities and opening new questions regarding its use up-front or at time of disease progression following treatment with first- or second-generation EGFR-TKIs.

**Acquired mechanisms of resistance and strategies to overcome resistance**

Multiple biological mechanisms of acquired resistance to osimertinib have been identified, thus confirming tumor heterogeneity and adaptability (Table 2). These mechanisms include secondary resistance mutations, that interfere with drug binding, the most frequent being EGFR C797S, or the activation of alternative signaling pathways (20,21). The analysis of cell free DNA (cfDNA) by NGS, performed in plasma from a subgroup of patients enrolled in the phase I AURA trial, who had progressed to osimertinib, revealed the presence of C797S mutation in the exon 20 of the EGFR gene in approximately 40% of the patients evaluated (22). Osimertinib forms a covalent bond with the cysteine 797 located at the ATP binding pocket, and mutation at this site prevents the binding of the drug, thus conferring resistance. Preclinical findings demonstrate that the efficacy of first and second-generation TKIs is not affected by the cysteine at position 797 (23,24), thus suggesting that treatment with these drugs might be a strategy to overcome EGFR C797S resistance mutation acquired following osimertinib. However, due to the concurrent T790M mutation in patients previously treated with first or second-generation inhibitors, a combinatorial treatment with osimertinib and a first or second generation-TKI is required to overcome resistance. In this context, the configuration of the T790M and C797S mutations affects how tumor cells...
The available data indicate that the T790M mutation, therefore located at exon 20, was found in 19% of cases, 22% developed MET amplification, while 38% lost the T790M mutation. Additionally, the CCDC6-RET fusion was identified. The selective RET inhibitor BLU-667, that showed to be 15 times more potent to inhibit RET than any other kinase, and >10 times more potent on RET compared to other approved RET inhibitors, was combined with osimertinib in a patient who developed CCDC6-RET fusion following osimertinib progression. A remarkable tumor reduction was observed with a good tolerability profile (26).

Recently, the EGFR G742S mutation, located at exon 18, has been described in patients developing tumor progression in the course of osimertinib (27,28). It is less frequent compared to EGFR C797S, and mutually exclusive with EGFR C797S. The available data indicate that the G742S might emerge or persist in osimertinib-resistant clones that evolve independently of acquired EGFR T790M mutations. Preclinical findings demonstrated the lack of efficacy of osimertinib in double-mutant EGFR19del+G724S xenograft mouse models (28). The G724S is located in the glycine-rich loop in the N-lobe of the kinase domain, which is critical for substrate and ligand binding. EGFR G724S alters fluctuations of the glycine-rich loop, thus preventing the reversible binding of osimertinib within the ATP pocket, required before the attachment to cysteine 797. Conversely, afatinib has been shown to reversible bind the ATP-pocket despite the EGFR G724S mutation, therefore representing a therapeutic strategy to overcome resistance. The combination of osimertinib and afatinib determined a remarkable response in a patient with acquired EGFR G724S mutation (29). An additional acquired mechanism described is represented by the development of the ALK rearrangement. Brigatinib combined with osimertinib determined a significant radiological and symptomatic improvement. Beyond secondary mutations, activation of bypass tracks can also be responsible for resistance to osimertinib. Preclinical reports using osimertinib have demonstrated bypass activation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) ERK-RAS pathway through different mechanisms, including MAPK1 amplification, down-regulation of negative regulators of ERK, NRAS mutation/amplification, KRAS amplification among others, thus could respond to therapy. When the two mutations are on different alleles (in trans), the combination of first- and third-generation TKIs can restore EGFR inhibition (24). Conversely, the presence of the two mutations on the same allele (in cis) confers resistance to all generations of EGFR-TKIs, therefore suggesting the need for alternative treatment strategies (24). Recently, tumor re-biopsy was performed in 41 EGFR T790M-positive patients at the time of osimertinib progression (25). Loss of T790M was observed in 68% of cases. Among these, small-cell lung cancer transformation was identified in approximately 21% of patients. In the other cases, NGS revealed MET amplifications, PIK3CA, Kirsten Rat Sarcoma Viral oncogene homolog (KRAS) or BRAF mutations, rearranged during transfection (RET), fibroblast growth factor receptor 3 (FGFR3), and BRAF fusions. EGFR C797S was observed in 22% of patients, 69% of whom maintained the T790M, all in cis. In some cases, the analysis of plasma by NGS was discordant with the molecular results identified in tissue, since plasma revealed additional alterations, such as anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) rearrangement in one patient and EGFR G724S in another. Time to treatment discontinuation to osimertinib was longer in patients who maintained the T790M. Conversely, shorter responses were observed in the case of T790M loss, therefore indicating a more heterogeneous tumor, in which T790M clones co-exist with other resistance mechanisms, that might confer early resistance and a more aggressive phenotype (25). Similar findings were observed in 41 osimertinib-resistant patients treated at Massachusetts General Hospital (26). The EGFR C797S in cis configuration with T790M was found in 19% of cases, 22% developed MET amplification, while 38% lost the T790M mutation. Additionally, the CCDC6–RET fusion was identified. The selective RET inhibitor BLU-667, that showed to be 15 times more potent to inhibit RET than any other kinase, and >10 times more potent on RET compared to other approved RET inhibitors, was combined with osimertinib in a patient who developed CCDC6–RET fusion following osimertinib progression. A remarkable tumor reduction was observed with a good tolerability profile (26).

Table 2  Mechanisms of acquired resistance to osimertinib described in patients previously treated with first or second generation-TKIs (pre-treated) or who received osimertinib in the FLAURA study (naïve)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanisms of resistance</th>
<th>Pre-treated (%)</th>
<th>Naïve (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Loss of T790M</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance of T790M</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGFR mutations (C797S, G724S, L718Q)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bypass pathway activation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET amplification</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER2 amplification</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRAS mutation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAF mutation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIK3CA mutation</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RET fusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGFR3 fusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAF fusion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCLC transformation</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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suggesting that a combinatorial treatment using osimertinib with a MEK inhibitor might potentially prevent acquired resistance in some cases (30).

Following the results of the FLAURA study and the introduction of osimertinib in the first-line setting, the treatment strategy at osimertinib progression remains an open question. To determine the molecular mechanisms of acquired resistance in patients receiving osimertinib in the front-line setting, and to define whether alternative mechanisms occur compared to those observed in patients receiving osimertinib following first or second generation-TKI, plasma from patients enrolled in the FLAURA trial, who developed progression under osimertinib, was analyzed by NGS. No evidence of acquired T790M was observed. The most common resistance mechanisms resulted to be the C797S mutation (7%) and MET amplification (15%). Other mechanisms included HER2 amplification, PIK3CA, KRAS, BRAF or rare EGFR secondary mutations. Based on these findings, different phase I/II trials are exploring the safety of combinatorial approaches, including osimertinib and targeted agents directed against the activated bypass signaling pathway.

The TATTON (NCT02143466) was a phase Ib study, exploring different osimertinib combinations according to the acquired resistance mechanisms. It evaluated osimertinib and the MET inhibitor, savolitinib, in patients with MET-positive tumor, osimertinib and the MEK inhibitor, selumetinib, in those carrying KRAS mutations, osimertinib and the programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1) inhibitor, durvalumab, in those patients with no molecular alteration identified. The combination of savolitinib and osimertinib was explored in two cohorts of patients, including those with EGFR-mutant lung cancer, T790M negative, with acquired resistance driven by MET amplification following treatment with a first- or second-generation EGFR TKI, and those with EGFR-mutant lung cancer with acquired resistance driven by MET amplification after treatment with osimertinib or another experimental third-generation EGFR TKI. In the cohort of 46 patients who had received prior first- or second-generation EGFR TKI, treatment with osimertinib plus savolitinib yielded an ORR of 52%, while among the 48 MET-positive patients with disease progression following osimertinib, the ORR was 28%, with a median duration of response of 9.7 months (31). Three different schedules of osimertinib and selumetinib were evaluated in KRAS mutated patients: two included continuous administration of osimertinib, associated with selumetinib at the dose of 25 mg twice daily or 50 mg twice daily. The third regimen evaluated osimertinib combined with selumetinib at the dose of 75 mg twice daily on the first and fourth day of each week. The ORR was 17% for those patients who had received prior treatment with osimertinib. In the dose-expansion phase, the escalated intermittent regimen was used. An ORR of 23% was registered. Finally, the combination of durvalumab and osimertinib was prematurely stopped due to the high incidence of interstitial lung disease (ILD)-like events, observed in 38% of enrolled patients (32).

Albeit the impressive efficacy of osimertinib in naïve EGFR-mutated NSCLC patients, the activation of compensatory signaling pathways, including SRC family kinases (SFKs), focal adhesion kinase (FAK) and the up-regulation of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) might occur, thus contributing to osimertinib resistance (33). Phosphorylation of signal transducer and activator of transcription (STAT3) and Src-YES-associated protein 1 (YAP1) has been observed following osimertinib (34). Once activated, STAT3 and YAP1 translocate into the nucleus and promote gene transcription. Recently, over-expression of AXL (35), which is a downstream target of YAP1, and CUB domain-containing protein-1 (CDCP1) has been observed in EGFR TKI-naïve patients (33). The combination of osimertinib with the Src/FAK/Janus kinase 2 (JAK2) inhibitor, TPX-0005, abrogated STAT3, YAP1 and SFKs activation and down-regulated AXL and CDCP1 expression in vitro and in vivo, therefore suggesting the potential efficacy of this combination to induce more durable responses in patients receiving osimertinib.

Commentary

The recent approval of osimertinib as first-line treatment of patients with EGFR mutated NSCLC has opened new questions. Phase III studies have demonstrated that gefitinib, erlotinib, afatinib and osimertinib have a good tolerability profile, and determine significant PFS improvement. First and second generation-TKIs have significantly prolonged PFS over platinum doublet, without any impact on OS due to the cross-over effect. The pooled analysis from patients enrolled in the Lux-Lung 3 and Lux-Lung 6 trials indicated that afatinib significantly prolonged OS over chemotherapy in patients carrying exon 19 deletion (36). The PFS improvement of osimertinib over first generation-TKIs observed in the FLAURA study could be related to its efficient penetration of the BBB, that significantly improves disease control at brain site
and prevents brain metastases development. However, the early separation of the Kaplan-Meyer curves, documented at the first computed tomography scan evaluation, might also be dependent on the efficient inhibition of osimertinib on pretreatment \( EGFR \) \( T790M \). It is documented that a subpopulation of patients carry \( EGFR \) \( T790M \) at baseline. Different frequencies have been reported, depending on the detection methods used. Using a highly sensitive method based on peptide nucleic acid clamping PCR, \( T790M \) was observed in approximately 65% of baseline tumor samples from patients enrolled in the EURTAC study (37), and was associated with shorter PFS. Pretreatment \( T790M \) was not evaluated in patients enrolled in the FLAURA study. The ongoing phase II AZENT trial (NCT02841579) explores osimertinib in the subgroup of EGFR mutated naive NSCLC patients carrying concurrent pretreatment \( T790M \) mutations. Available data from liquid biopsy performed in patients from FLAURA developing progression under osimertinib, indicate that up-front osimertinib prevents \( T790M \)-mediated resistance, as no evidence of \( T790M \) was identified, thus confirming the efficient inhibition of \( T790M \) clones. Another open question remains the effect of osimertinib in patients carrying \( EGFR \) uncommon mutations. Currently there are only few reports, and it is not possible to draw a conclusion. Waiting for definitive OS data from FLAURA, it is currently unknown if osimertinib up-front is superior or comparable to a sequential strategy (first or second generation-TKI followed by osimertinib). The phase II APPLE trial (EORTC 1613) has been designed to address this issue. A total of 156 EGFR mutated NSCLC patients will be randomized between osimertinib, or gefitinib followed by osimertinib at the time of the emergence of \( T790M \) in blood independent of RECIST progression, or gefitinib followed by osimertinib at the time of disease progression. Data from literature indicate that \( EGFR \) \( T790M \) mutations can be identified in liquid biopsy at a median time of approximately 2 months before RECIST progression. Currently, the biological and clinical value of this finding is still unknown.

**Conclusions**

Although great improvements for the treatment of \( EGFR \) addicted NSCLC have been made in the last few years, the final goal of turning this disease into a chronic disease is still far from being reached. Targeted therapy is effective, but heterogeneity, clonal evolution, and selective pressures favor the development of acquired resistance mechanisms, determining tumor progression. Chemotherapy still plays an important role in the treatment of \( EGFR \) mutated NSCLC, especially in those cases developing mechanisms of acquired resistance not targetable by available compounds. Combinatorial treatment strategies are warranted to improve patients’ outcome.
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